
potential that must not fail to find expression in Madrid, lest the expectations that

have been raised be shattered .

It is evident from our statements over the past months what improvements in imple-
mentation Canada hoped to see emerge from Belgrade . There is the vital matter of

improving security . In an effort to build on the experience we had gained in the past
two and a half years, we tried with others to develop and refine the confidence-
building measures relating particularly to military manoeuvres and movements . Our

aim in this area was greater openness regarding military matters . In our view, this

would contribute to increasing confidence as well as to reducing the risks of mis-

understanding, if not of miscalculation . Our efforts, while commanding broad sup-

port, did not gain the consensus required .

The importance of halting the arms race and establishing more stable relations, parti-
cularly in Europe, where major military potentials are concentrated, was addressed by
the Conference, as was the need for progress on arms-limitation and disarmament
measures in the international organs that are mandated to negotiate these matters .

Canada continues to believe that every opportunity must be seized, including those
provided in the military provisions of the Final Act, to decelerate the arms race as an
essential approach towards the building of greater confidence .

We also had a useful discussion about the many opportunities for greater co-operation
in the economic and related areas that the Final Act has opened up . It was our hope

that, as a result, agreement could be reached on a certain number of proposals that,
by reflecting our common willingness to remove some of the obstacles that continue
to impede co-operation, would have enhanced those opportunities. Here, as in other

domains covered by the Final Act, it is Canada's objective to reduce impediments to
open access to relevant information and to facilitate contacts between those in our
countries who alone are in a position to translate the commitments of governments
into more effective and more pervasive linkages . We had also hoped that, as we dis-

cussed these matters, we could look beyond the particular language of our mandate
at the economic problems and responsibilities we share as part of the industrial com-

munity within the larger world system . We regard this as a direction in which our rela-
tions must evolve if the assumptions that lie at the basis of the Final Act are to have

real substance .

From the beginning Canada has placed particular emphasis on the humanitarian

dimension of our work . We see this as a fundamental, unique and indispensable con-

tribution of the CSCE process to the development of détente. We were heartened

that the review of implementation confirmed that these humanitarian questions are

a legitimate subject of multilateral discussion . Most of us do not regard such issues as

family reunification as being of secondary importance, waiting in the wings while
political and military considerations occupy centre stage . If anything, our delibera-

tions here in Belgrade have confirmed us in our view that human rights will remain a
central preoccupation of our Government and most other governments represented
here as we move forward in meeting our mutual commitments .
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